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DOMING SOLUTION
Crystal Sheen is a two-pack clear polymer 
doming solution. Can be applied to engraved or 
printed items. Simply mix the two solutions and 
flow-coat the badge, disc or label. The surface 
tension of the solution naturally stops at the edge 
of the item, leaving a clear, smooth and even 
domed coating. Ideal for trophy centres, badges, 
computer labels and car stickers.

LARGE PAINT SPREADER

SMALL PAINT SPREADER

Removes excess paint when colour-
filling.
Can also be used to smooth fills over 
larger areas.  Blade 190mm.

SPREADER LGE  £4.00

Removes excess paint
when colour-filling.
Can also be used to
smooth fills over larger
areas.  Blade 120mm.

SPREAD SML         £3.00

CLEAR
LACQUER

Clear brush-on
lacquer, ideal for
protecting 
brass
plates.

BRUSH LACQ
175ml   £6.50

CLEAR LACQUER

Convenient
clear spray
for protecting
brass plates
and other
surfaces.

TOUCH-UP CRAYONS

A pack of three crayons
to match mahogany and
oak wood or veneer finishes.
Fills scratches and
other blemishes.

CRYSTAL/SHEEN   £14.00
(175ml each of A and B)

LACQ
£3.00

Pack of 3

RETOUCH-3-OAK
RETOUCH-3-MAHOGANY

LINING PENRefillable pen 
for use with 
either paint or 
oil. Ideal for 
lining and fine 
detail. Available 
in various nib 
sizes.

£1.70 each

S7202
S7204
S7206
S7208
S7210
S7212
S7214

0.2mm
0.4mm
0.6mm
0.8mm
1mm
1.2mm
1.4mm

POLISHING KIT ½ hp motor for 
polishing and 
refinishing materials. 
Supplied with
6" stitched white, 
6" loose flannel,
6" swansdown and 
8" abrasive mop,
cutting and finishing 
compound.

REPLACEMENT
MOPS &
COMPOUNDS

POL  KIT £190.00

WHITE/POL/SMALL
FLANNEL/POL/SMALL
SWAN/POL/SMALL
LAP/MOP
POL/COMP
CUT/COMP
PERSPEX/COMP
STEEL/COMP

White polishing mop
Flannelpolishing mop
Swansdown polishing mop
Abrasive mop
Polishing compound
Cutting compound
Compound for wood & plastic
Compound for stainless steel

£5.00
£5.50

£10.50
£17.00

£7.00
£7.00
£8.50
£8.50

PEEK MULTI PURPOSE METAL POLISH

CHINAGRAPH PENCILS 
Ideal for marking out engraving areas. Resistant to
water, but easily removed with a cloth.

SCOTCH-BRIGHT PAD
Ideal for cleaning metals.
Gives a brushed look
to metal surfaces.

SCOTCH   £2.65

BLACK   CPBK   £1.50
WHITE  CPWHT £1.50 

SILVER PLATING SOLUTION

Unique plating solution, containing pure 
silver. Perfect for refurbishing existing 
plated products, or for the initial plating of 
products.

MARIKA1
MARIKA1L

General plating solution
Specially formulated for lead

£12.50
£12.50

150ml

PEEK100        £4.25
PEEK250        £5.12

Bring your metal plaques to life 
with this multi-purpose polish or 
use on jewellery and gift items to 
remove tarnishing. 100g tube.
Discount for quantities.

*Also available in 250ml can.
Box of 20 PEEK100 £48.00 *

£6.00
£6.00

GLASS POLISHING KIT
This kit is suitable for removing wiper marks from windscreens,
and small scratches from headlamp glass, glass table tops, 
computer & television screens and over blasting etc

GLASS-POL-KIT  £21.00


